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1. Additional Qualitative Results

Due to limited space, we focused on presenting diver-

sity of improvement across multiple facets in the main pa-

per. Here, we present extensive additional qualitative results

(see pages 4 to 11 here). The results are sampled at ran-

dom from the test set and encapsulate diversity across body

shape, ethnicity, clothing type, pattern, occlusion, pose of

the target model and in-shop garment. Results show that

Zflow consistently and significantly improves over baseline

methods. Along with the extensive evidence in the main

paper including quantitative & qualitative results, ablation

studies and user studies, we believe these results reinforce

the superiority of Zflow.

2. Details for Experiments and Results

Implementation Setup This follows from the appendix

reference in Section 4. We note the following hyperparam-

eter values for our experiment: β1 = β2 = β3 = β4 = 1,

λ1 = λ2 = 2, λ3 = 3, λ4 = 0.5 and α1 = 0.2, α2 = α3 =
1.

Qualitative Results with Edge Loss This follows from

the appendix reference in Section 6. The edge loss (Ledge),

obtained using sobel operators (Sx, Sy), is used when opti-

mizing the dense fusion module and is represented as:

Ledge = ‖φ(Itryon), φ(Im)‖smoothL1 (1)

φ(i) = |Sx(i)|+|Sy(i)| (2)

As mentioned in the paper, results in Figure 1 show that

using the edge loss reduced bleeding (row 2) and improved

texture and contrast (row 1).
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Figure 1. Using Ledge during dense fusion reduces bleeding and

improves texture.

3. Details for Gated Appearance Flow

This section provides additional details for GAF imple-

mentation.

Equation for GAF in Zflow Here, we provide support-

ing details regarding the GAF used in Zflow (introduced

in Section 3). The aggregation sub-network employs a se-

quential 4-cell ConvGRU to combine the flow estimates (fi)

from the last M = 3 layers to obtain the final appearance

flow map (fagg). This computation can be formalised as
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Figure 2. GAF based flow regression module in DIF-GAF for the task of human pose transfer. The network is trained to predict a visibility

map along with the flow map, as originally mentioned in [1]. GAF is specifically introduced to predict the flow map. The network is

optimized on a binary cross entropy loss (visibility map) and end point error [1] for the flow map. The ground-truth visibility and flow

maps are obtained used the same setup as DIF [1]

(fagg = F3):

Fi+1 = CGj=3(fi, Fi) where

F0 = ~0 and i ǫ [0, 2]
(3)

CGj(f, h) =

{

Cpj+2,pj+1
(f, CGj−1(f, h)) j > 0

Cp1,p0
(f, h) j = 0

where p = [2, 64, 128, 64, 2] and j ǫ [0, 3]

(4)

Cn,m(f, h) = (1− Un,m(f, h))h

+ Un,m(f, h)H̃(f, h,Rn,m)
(5)

Un,m(f, h) = sigmoid(Conv2dn,m(f ⊕ h)) (6)

Rn,m(f, h) = sigmoid(Conv2dn,m(f ⊕ h)) (7)

H̃(f, h, r) = tanh(Conv2dn,m(f ⊕ (h⊙ r)) (8)

As noted in the paper, fagg is used to sample the warped

garment image Ipwrp and the warped garment mask Mp
wrp

from the garment image Ip and Mcm respectively.

4. Details for Human Pose Transfer

This follows from the extension of ZFlow to Human pose

transfer task. We provide additional details regarding the

GAF based flow regression with DIF [1]. As mentioned

in the main paper, [1] is a recent state-of-the-art in pose

transfer which generates photo-realistic images in the tar-

get pose in two stages i) first regressing 3D appearance

Figure 3. Zflow can handle patterns (row 1), self-occlusion (row 2,

3), and extremepose (row 2) when warping the garment

flow which map input to target pose and ii) then perform-

ing feature warping on the input using the flow estimates.

We also showed that swapping in GAF for the flow regres-

sion stage (to define DIF-GAF) resulted in significant per-

formance improvement. Figure 2 summarizes the flow re-

gression module DIF-GAF.
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Figure 4. Failure cases due to pre trained networks(row 1) and

improper collar generation(row 2)

5. Warping quality

We also showcase our networks ability to generate supe-

rior results when warping the garment under difficult con-

ditions. As can be seen from Figure 3, ZFlow can handle

complex patterns, self-occlusions and extreme poses with

high accuracy.

6. Limitations and Failures

Although Zflow performs significantly better than previ-

ous frameworks for virtual try-on, there are still some lim-

itations caused due to the use of pretrained human parsing

and densepose networks (Figure 4). Zflow sometimes also

misses the collar generation in shirts due to fewer examples

(vs. v-/u-neck shirts) in the training set, and the collar being

frequently obscured by hair.
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Figure 5. Qualitative Comparison of the proposed Zflow with baselines. Zflow achieve significant improvement across varying dimensions

of geometric and textural integrity.
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